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INTRODUCTION

F**k You, #Muskman, is
none of that; it's a
decentralized currency to
help ordinary people
fight inflation, not like
your favorite "$" which
can be printed on your
demand.

Our journey will be the answer to a simple question.
 
What would happen if a cryptocurrency project was 100% run by its community?
 
While the term DeFi literally includes the word decentralized, this is in reference to
economic status as opposed to its internal hierarchy. Our founder, Muskman, said
this of our beginnings: "We are an experiment in decentralized spontaneous community
building blockchain projects."
 
While none of us could have imagined it at the time, this could be a concept that
would start a revolution in the meme coin ecosystem.
 
Projects built on the foundation of community involvement are the untamed wilderness
of our future. As we move further away from rigid financial structures and
traditional mindsets, we become free to discover new ways to solve problems and
relate to one another.
 
In a world ruled by the commodification of time, community-run projects are more
than just a change of pace; they are a way to practice the radical acceptance of
others.
 
When success depends on the shared strength of the individuals who make up a
collective, we are forced to shift our perspectives to align with those around us. The
Muskman Inu Ecosystem is our way of recognizing the importance of tearing down this
long-established paradigm.
 
A community is held together by hundreds, if not thousands, of interconnected
moments. By studying those drawn to our project, we realized that true strength
doesn’t come from one of us alone; it comes when we work together in harmony.
 
With that thought bright in our minds, we began developing the Muskman Inu
Ecosystem in earnest.

it's a Bird!it's a Plane!
What's 
Muskman?



WHY DECENTRALIZATION?
We are standing at a pivotal moment in innovation.
 
Until now, centralization has been a prerequisite for all of our official structures.
Political, educational, and financial systems are, and have always been, crafted in a
way that does not equally and ethically distribute power to those functioning within
them. There have been times in our history where this sort of internal structure
played an important role, but in an age with the information of the world available at
the click of a button, it’s time to rethink.
 
2022 opened our eyes to how little control the average person has in the face of
these overarching, generational structures when GameStop and AMC stock values
exploded seemingly overnight. Wall Street Bets tested the waters of what it would
look like to disperse control to consumers and inexperienced investors alike.
 
It was inspiring, but it didn’t last long. Just when the movement seemed to be on the
brink of success, it was throttled by the bureaucracy of our centralized society.
However, not before this concept of a new power among the people took root.
 
Months before any of these events made international news, Muskman was already
setting his 100% community-based cryptocurrency experiment into motion.
 
Cryptocurrency itself comes from the idea of redefining wealth and how it can be
acquired, which goes against traditional processes by its very nature. And yet, most,
if not all, cryptocurrencies function within enforceable rules. It’s easy to see when we
look back at cases like the SEC’s win over the Kin Ecosystem (a centralized authority)
or when we consider how the centralized crypto exchanges seem to use centralized
authority to offer "benefits" over their decentralized partnerships. In the ever-
shifting economic landscape, cryptocurrencies that do not take their independence into
their own hands struggle with a tenuous existence.
 
When the rules of the game are changed in their favor, they have no option but to
comply, regardless of the consequences.

What's 
Muskman?

To be honest, I don’t get #Muskman.
But this shows the power of
decentralization. What you think may
or may not matter. If a large enough
number of people in the community
value it because it's cute or because
they like the meme, then it has value.



OUR BACKGROUND

What's 
Muskman?

Muskman approaches the creation of our community from a unique perspective.
 
"We believe that through the power of collective decentralization, we can build
something stronger than a centralized team ever could."
"A community-run token is nothing without the united individuals who give it purpose."
 
From the early days of Muskman, we will be known as the Muskman Army, both
amongst ourselves and across countless other platforms. This wasn’t just a name. For
many, it became part of their username, their handle, and their avatars or profile
pictures, which they switched to our adorable Muskman sporting a beret.
 
Whether you are a new recruit or part of the old guard, if you fly under the
Muskman banner, you must embrace our founding principles:
 
1. We started from zero, with zero. It's in the spirit of our project to create
something out of nothing.
 
2. We were not founded by an existing community, let alone a preassembled team.
The brilliant minds behind Muskman had never collaborated before. They were a fresh
team of developers, designers, moderators, marketers, and shillers. When you joined
the Muskman army from anywhere in the world, you found where your talents could be
used best and got to work.
 
3. We love Muskman. Starting with nothing means everyone has to bring something to
the table. The holders and believers in our Muskman Army have been the source of all
our success.
 
You and our fellow holders, admins, moderators, leaders of international chat rooms,
social media influencers, meme makers, shillers, and most of all, friends
 
THANK YOU in ADVANCE. You are the real #MUSKMANARMY, and we salute you.
 



WHY BSC & ETH

What's 
Muskman?

When comparing different blockchains, you might wonder why we chose to stay on
the BSC and ETH networks. The answer, like the rest of our project, 
is straightforward and purposeful.
 
Our founder, Muskman, embarked on the Muskman INU journey with a predisposition
towards BSC and ETH in the first place. It’s already secure and well-established, and
it truly allows us to stay decentralized (unlike some of the "fad" networks).
 
His top priority was to ensure that his project was free to change and evolve with
zero outside regulations impacting it, and BSC and ETH were the way to achieve that
goal.
 
Our army is able to hold their own tokens in a wallet and collect payments from
around the world, all while remaining independent of moderating forces.
 
Our founder also chose to burn 50% of the total supply into a dead wallet.
 
"There is 100% greatness without a vulnerable point, and as long as Fairlaunch holders
hold, then MUSKMAN Super Token $MMAN will grow and survive."
 
These aspects of BSC and ETH are what made them the perfect foundation for
Muskman Swap, a truly decentralized exchange where you can trade, buy, sell, and
HODL to gain rewards that far outstrip the value of other staking platforms.
 
Muskman Swap is poised to become the most popular and highest-volume exchange.
with a laser focus on Bep-20 and Erc-20 tokens and the Binance and Ethereum
blockchains.

Meme coins are huge parts of the
crypto trading landscape, whether
we like it or not. While the biggest
currencies like bitcoin and ether
have very low volatility, it's only
natural that traders will look for
opportunities elsewhere.

https://bscscan.com/address/0x000000000000000000000000000000000000dead


Muskman Swap VISION

We are dedicated to building the best decentralized ecosystem on the planet.
 
Our three tokens were the seeds from which the Muskman Inu Ecosystem sprouted, and
Muskman Swap is how they've dug in their roots.
 
The goal of Muskman Swap is to provide a safe place to trade your valuable crypto while
remaining decentralized. We are loyal to our holders, and that gives us the means to
grow exponentially. We will constantly scale this ecosystem so it may bring ever-
increasing numbers of interested parties to the Muskman Swap platform.
 
Our unique tokenomics, solid design, technical implementation, and viral growth from our
good ‘ole fashion memes will reinforce the platform's strength and ultimately provide
residual benefits to the ecosystem.
 
Making a swap without a budget is a unique challenge, but by tackling various genres and
product lines, a focused development team rose from the ranks of our community.
 
We know that with our unified force and the power of Muskman, we will be successful in
advancing the swap and ecosystem as a whole so that we reach new and spectacular
heights together.
 
The best is yet to come!

What's 
Muskman?

Designed as the quintessential Bitcoin
equivalent, #Muskman features zero
venture capital (VC) investments, zero
private equity investments, no pre-mining
or reserves for the team, and is wholly
operated by the community through open-
source smart contracts.



ECOSYSTEM TOKENOMICS

Muskman Inu Token and the Muskman Army have evolved beyond a simple experiment.
 
As of the publication of this document and the release of Muskman Swap, we have
become a decentralized ecosystem enriched by its own DEX.
 
This redefines $MMAN as more than it could ever be by itself and is why Muskman Inu
will outperform, outlast, and outshine every crypto that attempts to emulate it.
 
Muskman Swap will highlight our three flagship tokens:
Muskman Inu: $MMAN
Twitter Shiller: $TSHIL
Twitter CEO: $TCEO
 
You will also be able to exchange one token for another.
 
Muskman INU will mint TSHILs with BNB backing that will be distributed to the Twitter
Shillers, aka #MUSKMANARMY.
 
Muskman INU will mint Twitter CEO TCEOs with BNB backing for users participating in
the ecosystem's voting process, and the holder will be treated as the CEOs of Muskman
INU protocol and will be responsible for future decision-making.

What's 
Muskman?

Muskman Inu Twitter Shiller Twitter CEO

The paper money disappears,
and crypto-currencies are a
much better way to transfer
values than a piece of paper,
that's for sure.

TH



 
 
$MMAN came into this world in May of 2023. After we finish minting A 100 quadrillion
tokens (100,000,000,000,000,000), we have put 50% into Fairlaunch and Liquidity and
the remaining 50% is "burned" to the dead wallet.
 
$MMAN will be ground zero for so many coming projects. We will be the first to allow
diamond hands to hold millions, or even billions, of our tokens in their wallets, as well as
being the first spontaneous community-building experiment in a decentralized setting.
 
With our Shiller's earning more TSHIL, will make us viral and the value of $MMAN will
grow exponentially.
 
We will be recognized around the world, potentially even by  Elon Musk.
 
Muskman INU will be the first cryptocurrency token to be listed and incentivized on
Muskman Swap, our very own decentralized exchange, immortalizing it in history
forever.

Total Supply = 100,000,000,000,000,000 

Burned = 50,000,000,000,000,000

Fairlaunch/Liquidity = 50,000,000,000,000,000

Reward holders
for voting

Reward holders
for Twitter shilling

 

Muskman INU ($MMAN)

What's 
Muskman?

TH
Tokens do not become smart
just by being added to the
smart contract; they become
smart if you code them to be
smart.

Add BNB in liquidity
when someone sells

Reward holders
when someone sells

#M
uskman

Super Token

https://www.google.com/search?sxsrf=APwXEdcOcmqR__hPfStSmM0SyxH9DiPQ8A:1682371348999&q=How+to+draw+a+%F0%9F%92%A9%3F&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiHq4zVucP-AhUmQzABHeqnB0QQzmd6BAhJEAY


I am a BNB-backed token, and it can only be earned by Twitter users who perform
"Muskman's Twitter Shilling." I am the blood for the FUD created by Twitter users by
shilling Muskman's $MMAN token.

 Reward twitter
schillers

Twitter Shiller (TSHIL) 

What's 
TSHIL?

THI am a BNB-backed token,
and only can be earned by
Twitter users who perform
Muskman's Twitter Shilling.



I am a BNB-backed token, and I can only be earned by voting for ecosystem decisions.

 Reward Voters

Twitter CEO (TCEO) 

What's 
TCEO? THI am a BNB-backed token,

and it can only be earned by
participating in the ecosystem
voting process.



The Sales tax will be utilized for Reflections in $MMAN to all the holders,
Marketing activities, TSHIL/TCEO BNB Backing and Liquidity.

TAX

THWhat's 
Muskman?

Taxes are the backbone of any economy. But only if they are used for the welfare of
the community and the development of infrastructure.

5%

1%

Taxes are the lifeblood of
communities, and no taxpayer
should be permitted to escape
paying his just share of the

burden of contributing
thereto.

 

Fixed tax

1%

1%

2%

5%
Reflections

Marketing

BNB Backing

Liquidity



• Fair Launch on Pinksale.
• CoinGecko/Coinmarketcap Listings
• 2,000+ Holders
• DeFi platform launch (Farming, Pools )
• Get $MMAN Trending on twitter.
• Engage with the $MMAN community on social media.
• Meme competitions and giveaways

Roadmap

THWhat's 
Muskman?

• Introduce TSHIL/TCEO Tokens for community members.
• Aim for listing on additional exchanges to increase accessibility.
• Expand the team to further improve the platform and coin utility.
• Launch Dex platform. 
• Strategic partnerships within the crypto industry.
• DAO Platform Launch.

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

• Influencer Campaign
• Marketing Push via social media
• 10,000 family members
• Continue to innovate and expand the MMAN ecosystem
by adding new features and services, always with the
goal of making the MMAN family stronger and wealthier.
• New Roadmap released for 2024

We have a 
Roadmap



Audit /KYC

THWhat's 
Muskman?

Muskman did it so that
everyone knew his intentions;

he also renounced the
contract ownership so that it
could be fully decentralized.

 


